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Schubert filtration for simple quotients 
of generalized Verma modules 

Alexandre Khomenko and Volodymyr Mazorchuk(1) 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Schubert filtration and Demazure character formula form a classical part in 
the theory of finite*dimensional representations of complex semi-simple finite-di- 
mensional Lie algebras (and, more generally, simple algebraic groups, see [A], [J]). 
Originally, this formula appeared in [De] as an improvement of the Weyl character 
formula describing the character of a simple finite-dimensional module. Schubert 
filtration arises in a canonical way together with the Demazure formula. 

Recently, an analogue of the Weyl character formula for the character of a 
simple quotient of the so-called a-stratified generalized Verma module over a simply- 
laced Lie algebra was obtained ([FM2]). The obtained formula differs from the Weyl 
formula by a factor corresponding to a subalgebra of U(9~_) acting torsion-free on 
the simple module. This result stimulated an investigation to find an analogue for 
the Demazure formula and to construct the corresponding filtration of the simple 
module. 

In the present paper we present an analogue of the Demazure formula and 
the corresponding filtration (Schubert filtration) for the simple quotient of an c~- 
stratified generalized Verma module over a simple simply-laced finite-dimensional 
complex Lie algebra. The proof of the formula is relatively easy and based on the 
classical Demazure formula and the character formula obtained in [FM2]. However, 
our construction of the corresponding filtration is not trivial and crucially uses 
Mathieu's localization of U(~)  ([Ma]), which allows us to reduce our problem (in 
part) to classical Verma modules. Unlike the classical case, a simple a-stratified 
module does not contain clear analogues of the canonical generators of Demazure 
modules ([J]), at least, they cannot be viewed as (semi)-primitive generators of the 
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simple modules with respect to another choice of the basis in the root system of our 
algebra. 

We have to note that  the notion of the Schubert filtration is used differently in 
the literature (see e.g. [P]). In this paper we will use the terminology from [Z]. 

Let us briefly describe the structure of the paper. In Section 2 we collect all 
necessary preliminaries. In Section 3 we obtain an analogue for the Demazure for- 
mula. In Section 4 we define Mathieu's localization and describe its basic properties. 
Finally, in Section 5 we construct an analogue of the Schubert filtration. 

2. N o t a t i o n  and prel iminary results  

Let C denote the complex field; Z the set of integers; N the set of positive 
integers and Z+ the set of non-negative integers. All the notation that  will be used 
without preliminary definition can be found in [D] or [Z]. For a Lie algebra ~ by 
U(91) we will denote the universal enveloping algebra of ~[. 

Consider a simple simply-laced complex finite-dimensional Lie algebra r Let 
be a Cartan subalgebra of r and A be the corresponding root system. Fix a 

basis, 7r, in A and an element ~ETr. This leads to the decomposition A----A+UA . 
We will denote by ~ the half-sum of all positive roots. Let W denote the Weyl group 
of A (acting in ~*), generated by the reflections s~, /~EA. Fix a Weyl-Chevalley 
basis in r consisting of the elements X ~ ,  /~EA+, and H~, /~ETr. By 9I+ we will 
denote the standard components of the triangular decomposition of ~5 with respect 
to the basis 7r. Let ~((~) be the Lie subalgebra of ~ generated by X+~ and D be the 
subalgebra generated by ~5(~), ~ and 9l+. Let c=(Hn+l)2+4X-nXn be a Casimir 
operator of U(~5(c~)). Let A ~ be the root subsystem of A generated by Ir\{c~}. Set 
K=A+\A n. Let W n denote the Weyl group of A n and yn denote the half-sum 
of all positive roots in A n. Denote by ~5 ~ the Lie subalgebra of ~5 corresponding 
to A a and set 9 l ~ = 9 l + n O  a. We also denote by K the unital subalgebra of U(~5) 
generated by all XZ, ~ E - K .  Recall that  the Chevalley involution gives rise to 
a duality (exact contravariant functor), *, on the category of weight ~5-modules 
with finite-dimensional weight spaces. This duality preserves the character of a 
module. Recall ([FM1]) that  a weight ~5-module is called s-stratified if both X:en 
act injectively on it. 

Consider the vector space ~t=~* O C. With each (~, p ) E ~  there is a canonical 
way to associate a so-called generalized Verma module as it was done, for example, 
in [FM1]. Indeed, consider a unique indecomposable O((~)-module N(A,p) defined 
by the following conditions: 

(1) A ( H a ) - I  is an eigenvalue of Ha on N()~,p); 
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(2) p2 is the eigenvalue of c on N(A,p); 
(3) all weight subspaces of N(A,p) are one-dimensional; 
(4) X_~ acts bijectively on N(A,p). 

Clearly, N(A,p) can be considered as a D-module by making use of A-0. The 
induced module 

M(A,p) = U(~5) VenD)__ N(A,p) 

is the generalized Verma module associated with ~5, ~, ~r, (~, A and p. Clearly, 
M(A,p) has a unique simple quotient which will be denoted by L(A,p). There is an 
action of W on ~ defined as follows ([FM1]): Consider a partition of r: 7r=~r~ Uzr2, 
where Zrl={TEzr]a+TEA}, ~r2={'rE~ria+'rCA }. For (A,p)Ef~ and )~ETI- 1 set 

n:~(A,p) = �89 
and define (Af~,pf~)E~, where A~=A-n~(A,p)~3 and p~=n'~(A,p). 

For each ~3E ~ set 

{ (A,-p), ~=(~, 

s~(A,p)= (s/3A, p), ~ E ~r2\{a}, 

(A~,p~), ~C1rl. 
Let rEC.  Consider an affine space Br=~-~e~\{~} (3~+ra,  which can be 

viewed as a linear space with zero (fixed point) ra,  and let 12r=B~ x(3. There 
exists a root system A~,~ in 12~, with respect to which W is the Weyl group (with 
the action defined above). Let (-,-)~ denote the corresponding non-degenerated 
form on ~r and ~=~,~: A--+A~,~ be a natural bijection. 

Let (A,p), (#, q)Efl~ and ~EA~,~. We will write (A,p)~(#, q) if (#, q)=s/3(A,p) 
and (~, (A,p))rEN for ~#~(cr). Then (#, q)<<(A,p) will describe the fact that there 
exists a sequence/~1, j32,..., flk in A~,~ such that 

(#, q), ~,)s~l (#, q), ~)  ak-1 ..., ~szk_x...sa~(l~,q):q~(A,p). 
Denote by P++ the set of all (A,p)Ef~ such that w(A,p)<<(A,p) for all wEW. 

For a weight O-module V, by ch V we will denote its (formal) character, see 
[D, Section 7.5]. The main result of [FM2] is the following. 

T h e o r e m  1. Suppose that (A,p)EP ++. Then there exists an element a(A,p)E 
~)* such that 

chL(A'P)=Q+~_ooe~a)(~e_n(M(i-e-~'-1 ) 

--1 

x (  Z (-l)'(~)e~(~-~176 ~ ( - i ) ' (~)e~(~ " 
x w E W c ~  ~ x w E W , ~  
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3. D e m a z u r e  f o r m u l a  for  a - s t r a t i f i e d  m o d u l e s  

In this section we obtain an analogue for the Demazure character formula in 
the case of simple modules without highest weights. Suppose that  ()~, p)E P++. For 
a positive f lEA ~ set 

df~ = (1 -e f t ) -1  (1-e~s/3). 

Let 

We recall that  there is the standard length function on W (resp. W a) with 
respect to lr (resp. ~r\(c~}), see [H]. 

T h e o r e m  2. There exists an element a( A,p) E ~)* such that for any reduced de- 

composition Wo =sf~ s~2 ... s ~  of the longest element wo E W a the following equality 
holds 

ch L(A, p) = Te ~( ~'p) ( d~, d~2 ... d~k e ~-~-~( ~'p) ). 

Proof. By virtue of Theorem 1, there exists a(A,p)E~* such that  ch L(A,p)= 
Te~(X'P)Q, where 

On the other hand, by the Weyl formula ([D, Theorem 7.5.9]) Q can be considered 
as the character of a simple finite-dimensional module over 0 %  From the Demazure 
character formula, [De, Wh6or6me 2] (or [Z, Theorem 2.5.3]), we obtain that  

Q = d~l d~2 ... d~k e ~-Q-a(~,p) 

for any reduced decomposition ~o=s~l  s& ... s~k. This completes the proof. [] 

To construct an analogue of the Schubert filtration associated with the formula 
obtained in Theorem 2 we need some auxiliary notation and definitions. 

4. M a t h i e u ' s  l o c a l i z a t i o n  o f  U ( O )  

In this section we define a localization of U(O) ([Ma D. It allows us to reduce our 
problem of construction of the Schubert filtration to the problem of construction of 
a special filtration in a certain quotient of a Verma module with integral dominant 
highest weight. We have to note that  originally the localization of U(O) in [Ma] is 
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defined in a very general situation. Since we need it only for our case of modules 
induced from sl(2), we will define it only in this restricted case. 

Consider a multiplicative subset {X_~ InEN} in U(O). Let U(a) denote the lo- 
calization of U(@) with respect to this set, which is well-defined by [Ma, Lemma 4.2]. 
Let V be a weight ~-module such that  X_~ acts bijectively on V (we will call such 
a module normal). Then the U(a)-module V(a)=U(a) |  can be naturally 
identified with V. 

For any x E Z  the map 0~: u-+X~_(~uX-~ is an automorphism of U(a). By [Ma, 
Lemma 4.3] this can be extended to a one-parameter family {0~]xEC} of auto- 
morphisms of U(c 0,  which satisfies the following condition: the map x~-+O~(u) is 
polynomial in x for any uEU(a). For a U(c0-module W and x E C  we will denote 
by O~(W) the shift of W by 0x, i.e. a U(a)-module which is equal to W as a vector 
space and u.w=Ox(u)w for all uEU(a) and w E T .  Clearly, one can consider any 
U(a)-module as a U(@)-module by restriction. 

We emphasize that,  directly from the definition of 0x, it follows that  O~(c)=c 
and for any weight vector v of weight )~, O~(v) is a weight vector of weight )~+xc~. 

5. S c h u b e r t  f i l trat ion for c~-stratified m o d u l e s  

The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem, which presents a nat- 
ural generalization of the Schubert filtration of a simple finite-dimensional module. 

T h e o r e m  3. Let (A,p) be an element in P++. There is an element a()~,p)E~* 
such that for any reduced decomposition 9o =s~l s~2 ... s~k there exists a (canonical) 
filtration 

L()t,p) =L1 DL2 D ... DLk DLk+I = 0  

of L()t,p) (viewed as a D-module) by D-modules Lj,  j = l ,  2, ..., k, such that 

ch Lj = Te a()''p) (d~r ... d ~  e x-~-'~(x'v)). 

Proof. To simplify our notation we set L=L()~,p). 
Step 1. First we reduce our problem to highest weight modules. According 

to [Ma, Proposition 5.7], there exists x E C  such that  the element Xa has a non- 
trivial kernel on 0x(L). In our case this can also be shown by direct computation 
with sl(2). Indeed, consider the generating ~5(a)-submodule l |  of L. From 
the weight space decomposition it is clear that  this submodule is a O(a)-direct 
summand of L. From the definitions of 0x and N(,~,p) one has that,  as a @(a)- 
module, O~:(N(,X,p))~-N(~',p), where ~(H,~)+2x=.X'(H,~). Now we can choose x 
such that  ($ ' (H~)+  1)2=p 2 which guarantees the existence of a non-trivial element, 
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annihilated by X~. Hence, the module L'=Ox(L) is not a-stratified. As I| 
generates L, its twist generates L r. Denote by L(1) the submodule of L r consisting 
of all locally X~-finite elements. Then L(2)=L~/L(1) is a highest weight module 
with respect to the base s~(Tr). Now both L(1) and L(2) are generated by their 
intersections with N(l', p), in particular, the highest weight of L(1) and the s~(~r)- 
highest weight of L(2) are one-dimensional. 

Denote by # the highest weight of L(1). From the arguments above (or directly 
from the properties of Mathieu's localization) we have that lz=A-O+ya for some 

yEC. Recall that (A,p)EP ++. For any simple root /?Ca from (A,p)~s~(A,p), by 
direct calculation, we have s~(#+~)_<#+~ (with respect to the standard partial 
order on g)*). If a + ~  is a root we also have s~s~s~(A,p)<<(A,p) from which one 
derives pC Z. Since L(1) is the maximal ~-submodule of L ~ on which X~ acts locally 
nilpotent, we have s~ (p § ~) <_ p + ~ and # (Ha) = ]Pl - 1. Altogether, we get that/z is 
in fact integral dominant and a unique simple quotient of L(1) is finite-dimensional. 

Step 2. Consider a O~-module M--U(O~)L(1)~. This is a highest weight ~5 ~- 
module. The support of any non-trivial O~-submodule of M does not intersect the 
highest weight of M and thus this submodule generates in L(1) a non-trivial O- 
submodule, whose support does not intersect the intersection of L(1) with N(l~,p). 
Inducing to U(a), this gives a non-trivial O-submodule in L ~ on which X_~ acts 
bijectively. And after the return twist with 0-x we get that L is not simple, 
which contradicts our assumptions. Hence, M does not contain any non-trivial 
~-submodule,  and therefore M is a simple ~-module .  As # is integral dominant 
we also get that M is finite-dimensional. 

Consider a reduced decomposition ~o=S~lS~2 ... s~k. According to the classical 
Demazure character formula and the classical Schubert filtration one can consider 
a Schubert filtration 

M = M1 D M2 D ... D Mk D Mk+I ~-0 

of M by fft~-modules, corresponding to the above decomposition of G0, with ch Mi 
given by the Demazure formula. Let vj denote a (canonical) generator of Mj for 
jE{1, 2,... ,k}. 

Step 3. By [FM2, Theorem 4], the maximal submodule of M(,k, p) is generated 
by the images of all M(s~(A,p)) in M(A,p), where ~ runs through the set of all 
simple roots different from a. Lifting this to L(1) we get that L(1) is the quotient 
of the Verma module M(#+Q) over the submodule generated by the images of all 
M(s~(#+Q)) in M(p+Q), where ~ r  is simple. 

By the Poincar~-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, U(92_) is free over/~ with the basis 
U(91~). We can identify each Verma module with U(~_) as an ~_-module. We 

have that U(#+p)  is free over K with the basis U(9Ia)U(#+y)~. Denote by M t h e  
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submodule of U(ffta)M(#§ generated by the intersection of U(gW)M(p+Q), 
with all images of M(s~(p+Q)) in M(p+O), where /~r is simple. We have 

L(1)~-M(#+Q)/U(~5)M and U(O)M=U(fft_)M=KM. Since M is a subset of 
U(92~_)M(p+O), and the last one is a K-free basis of M(p+Q), we get that  L(1) 

is K-free with a basis U(fft?)M(#§ (here we mean that  any C-basis of 

V(9I?)M(p§ resp. M is a K-free basis). 

Step 4. Let N be an arbitrary ffW-submodule of M. Then K N  is a D*- 
module (here and below, �9 is with respect to the Chevalley involution), moreover 
ch fiYN=ch B: x chN.  Indeed, the character formula follows from the free action 
of K.  Clearly, K N  is a K-module and an Y)-module. As [gW_, K] c K,  K N  is a 

9t?-module. So, it is enough to show that  K N  is closed under the action of X~. 

This now follows from the fact that  [X~, K]CU(fI_ @Y)) and X~N=X~M=O. 
Step 5. For each l < i < k  there exists an fft~-submodule, Ni, of M such that  

ch M/Ni=ch Mi. Moreover, we can choose Ni such that  NicN,+I. Indeed, as Mi is 
an 9~-submodule of M ~  M*, we can apply * and obtain an 9I ~_ --(9t~)*-submodule 
of M~M*, whose quotient is isomorphic to hi//*. As * preserves the character it 
is exactly Ni we need. The statement about inclusions for Ni's follows from the 
opposite inclusions of Mi's and contravariantness of . .  

Step 6. Set Ii=KNi. By Steps 4 and 5 we have chli=chK• 
Clearly, X_~ acts injectively on Ii. Inducing Ii up to U(c 0 and shifting by 0~ we 
obtain a filtration, Li, of L by D*-modules. Moreover, as X_~ acts injectively on 
K,  ch K changes to T during the induction process, therefore we obtain that  ch ]-i-- 
T x  ( c h M - c h M ~ ) .  Note that  N()Lp)*~_N()LB) as N()~,p) is s-stratified and hence 
L* "~L since * preserves the character of the module and L is completely determined 
by (/~, p). Applying the duality one more time we get that there exists a filtration 
of L~-L * by U(D)-modules Li such that  ch Li--ch L - c h  Li. Now the desired result 
for this filtration Li follows from the fact that  ch L=T x ch M (Theorem 2). [] 

We remark that,  with the same arguments, the statements of Theorem 2 and 
Theorem 3 are true for L(~owo(A,p)), where (A,p)cP ++ and w0 is the longest 
element of W. 
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